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Abstract - Surveillance systems with Motion Detection are important to Internet of Things. Artificial intelligence is one of 

new classification system that will be used for pedestrian in the near future. This research implements a hybrid system of 

Internet Protocol camera and thermal camera with corrective data via cloud computing that store the data in cloud storage. 

However, even with Artificial Intelligence, miss-detection can still happen when the images are negative, as in, not enough 

features are shown in the image frame. The results of this research are shown in three experiments regarding to captured 

image quality comparison, thermal image with Artificial Intelligence decision with percent and probability for image 

classification. The additional experiment presents the Artificial intelligence miss-detection conditions for future 

improvement. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Currently, Surveillance systems can provide both 

indoor and outdoor solutions in difference 

environments [1] with most of the systems come pre-

integrated with motion detection, recognition and 

classification system [2]. One of the most important 

tasks in surveillance system is motion detection, 

which is a broad term that includes pedestrian 

counting, scene monitoring, etc. More specifically, in 

order to perform pedestrian counting/detection, most 

algorithms that implement background subtraction or 

moving region can reliably perform the mentioned 

task[3, 4], however, solutions that only include 

visible-light spectrum cameras can be insufficient in 

differentiating dummy persons and real persons [5] 

Pedestrian counting/detection performance 

comparisons between using infrared thermal imaging 

cameras and using Internet Protocol (IP) cameras 

have been a subject of interest in recent years [6]. 

Because by using them together, an infrared thermal 

imaging camera can complement an IP camera with 

its infrared spectrum imaging that goes beyond the 

normal visible light spectrum imaging from an IP 

camera [11]. 

In addition, Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) is one of the 

techniques that can reduce the error frame and miss-

detection and can also improve algorithms with 

decision threshold [7]. However, A.I. systems require 

high processing power, which means large physical 

processing units are also required [8]. Fortunately, 

this limitation can be overcome with today‟s cloud 

computing technology. 

 

There are three types of cloud computing: private, 

public and hybrid Cloud [9]. This research chooses to 

implement public cloud as there are a variety of them 

available commercially and affordably, such as 

Amazon Web, Google Service, Microsoft Azure, etc. 

However, most of them have limited data storage 

capacity [9]. By implementing cloud-based solution, 

internet of thing (IoT), which are powered by 

embedded systems and have applications such as 

smart home, elder care, transportation, etc. [10], can 

also be integrated into our framework for other future 

applications. Our frameworks require internet to 

connect to Cloud and we implement standard 

protocol (OSI) in our research [10]. 

The limitations of public cloud systems are relatively 

frequent downtime, limited control over the systems 

and running cost [13]. To avoid the impact of 

downtime, our framework is designed to only transfer 

data to the cloud during internet uptime [14]. 

 

To make our system IoT-ready, only embedded 

systems that have Ethernet Port, Wi-Fi modules and 

are cellular-capable are considered [12]. To achieve 

this goal, our system uses RPI4, FLIR2 Thermal 

Camera module, IP Camera with Motion Detection 

algorithm, Artificial Intelligent, machine learning, 

classification with cloud computing and cloud storage 

to provide the solution. 

 

Our experiments are designed to contain constant 

level of environmental light illumination, to be indoor 

with different distances between objects and cameras, 

to be during both daytime and nighttime and also 

with internet downtime happening during the process. 

The experiments also include abnormal conditions, 

for example, a person standing too close to the 

cameras. 

 

This paper discusses two solutions for motion 

detection and decision making with A.I, with 

different decision thresholds used to decide whether 

or not the object detected should be registered as an 

object of interest and get uploaded to the cloud 

storage (Dropbox). 
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II. OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM 

 

2.1. Hardware 

2.1.1. Overview Hardware Diagram 

Overview of hardware diagram is shown in Fig.1. 

 
Fig.1. Overview of Hardware Diagram 

 

2.1.2. Thermal Camera, IP Camera, USB Camera 

Thermal IR Camera has been implemented in 

addition to IP Camera in our system. FLIR Lepton 2 

with USB module, HiLOOK IP camera (2 Mega-

Pixels) and Logitech USB Camera are our choices of 

imaging devices. 

 

 
(a)                      (b)                         (c) 

Fig.2. (a) FLIR2 Lepton, (b) IP Camera, (c) USB camera 

 

2.1.3. Embedded System Boards 

The image processing algorithm receives signal of 

captured pedestrian from an IP Camera. The 

embedded hardware must support either Ethernet or 

Wi-fi, USB3.0 and FHD-Monitor. In our system, 

Raspberry PI4(RPI4) has been chosen due to the 

criteria above. 

 
Fig.3. Overview of Hybrid Detection System 

2.2. Software and Computing Processes 

2.2.1. Cloud Computing and Image Classification 

There are various algorithms that can improve image 

processing process [15][16][17]. This research 

performs image classification with A.I. Example 

image classification output [18] is shown in Fig.4. 

 

 
Fig.4. Example of Cloud Computing Generated Pattern. 

 

2.2.2. Cloud Storage 
After the computing process via cloud computing, our 

process captures and saves the image to cloud 

storage. In other word, the image will be sent to cloud 

computing process, and after the main process is 

ended the process will save the image to a 

commercial cloud storage (Dropbox) [19]. 

 

2.2.3. OpenCV with Motion Detection and 

Background Subtraction 

Our motion Detection algorithm relies on background 

scene capturing and filtering with denoising process 

as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
Fig.5. Motion Detection Standard Algorithms [19] 

 

Our filtering process in Figure 5 is Gaussian blur as 

shown in eq.1 below [20] with 

                  (1) 

X is the distance in horizontal axis, 

Y is the distance in vertical axis, 

 is the Standard deviation of Gaussian distribution. 
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The authors use the Gaussian blur algorithm with the 

reference green background (standard research and 

commercial style green chroma key) as shown in 

Figure 6 and Figure 7, with constant temperature and 

light illumination [21]. 
 

 
Fig.6. Green Chroma Key (Background) 

 

 
Fig.7. Background Extraction 

 

USB or IP Camera will capture images while also 

performing motion detection. After that, our system 

will send images to cloud computing to perform 

image classification with A.I., as shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
Fig.8. USB or IP Camera Image Capture and Cloud computing 

 

However, by relying on only visible-light camera, the 

system shown in Fig.8 will not be able to detect a 

person-like dummy in pedestrian detection, hence, 

this research implements thermal imaging camera 

(FLIR LEPTON 2 in our system) alongside visible-

light cameras in order to distinguish a real person 

from a person-like dummy. This system is shown in 

Figure 9. 

 

 
Fig.9. USB or IP Camera sending visible-light images to RPI4 

and FLIR LEPTON 2 sending thermal images to cloud 

computing for the A.I. to perform image classification. 

 

2.2.4. Image Quality Comparison 

The image quality comparison between USB camera 

and IP camera, with Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 

(PSNR), is calculated according to the equation 2 

below. 

  (2) 

Where Max is maximum possible pixel value and 

MSE is mean squared error calculated from the 

image. 

2.2.5. Cloud Computing and A.I. Training 

To classify the data with A.I. via cloud computing, 

this research train IBM Watson cloud according to 

Standard Classification (Figure 10). 

 

 
Fig.10. IBM Cloud and A.I. 

 

Based on IoT system architecture, most of system 

interface can be accessed via web browser with the 

framework integrated to RPI 4 as shown in Figure 11. 

 

 
Fig.11. Website with OPENCV Algorithm 

 

 
Fig.12. RPI4 Implementation with Ubuntu/ Ubuntu MATE [23] 

 

2.2.5. Cloud Storage and Data Transfer 

The raspberry pi in our system transfers data via FTP 

protocol to the FTP server. The FTP server then 

transfers the data to a commercial cloud storage. The 

commercial cloud will then upload the images via 

Dropbox application if the decision threshold of the 

image has been reached, as shown in Figure 13. 

 

 
Fig.13. FTP Server and Cloud Storage 
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The protocol and TCP/IP Layers we used in this 

research is shown in Figure 14. 

 
Fig.14. Actual Usage Layers of the System 

 

2.2.6. Person-like Dummy Model 

This research uses a person-like dummy model of 

pedestrian and a real pedestrian to compare A.I. 

decision making with different decision thresholds. 

 

 
Fig.15. Real Pedestrian Motion Detection System (1) 

 

 
Fig.16. Real Pedestrian Motion Detection System. (2) 

 

III. EXPERIMENT AND ENVIRONMENT 

SETUP 

 

3.1. The Environment Setup 

The environment factors in this experiment are 

luminance (lux) and distances between the cameras 

and the objects of interest. The camera setup is shown 

in Figure 17 and 18. 

 

 
Fig.17. Camera Setup 

 

Green chroma key background is used with camera 

position are approximately 2 meters away from the 

scene, as shown in Figure 18. 

 

 
Fig.18. Distance between Camera and Background 

 

Person-like dummy models are heated with an 

infrared heat lamp in order to imitate the heat 

signature from a real person. The dummies are moved 

in scene by an RC car, as shown in Figure 23. 

 

 
Fig.19. Infrared Heat Lamp 

 

 
Fig.20. Moving Dummy Model with Infrared Heat Lamp 

 

 
Fig.21. Dummy Model (1) 

 

 
Fig.22. Dummy Model (2) 
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Fig.23. Moving Dummy Model with RC Car 

 

3.2. Real Pedestrian Motion Detection (Day-Night) 

The USB camera is without a darkness detection 

sensor and cannot perform in low-light condition. On 

the other hand, an IP Camera had darkness detection 

sensor and can perform well in low-light condition, as 

shown in Figure 24 and 25. 

 

 
Fig.24. Real Pedestrian Motion Detection (Day) 

Thermal Camera Image of Real Pedestrian (Day) 

 

 
Fig.25. Real Pedestrian Motion Detection (Night) 

Thermal Camera Image of Real Pedestrian (Night) 
 

 
Fig.26. Moving Dummy Model Motion Detection (Day) 

 

 
Fig.27. Moving Dummy Model Motion Detection (Night) 

 

3.3. Comparison of USB Camera and IP Camera 

in Hybrid System. 

As a research standard environmental lighting setup, 

this work uses ambient illumination inspired by [23]. 

Daytime experiments rely on sunlight at similar time 

and illumination with nighttime experiments rely on 

fluorescence light sources with fixed position, 

constant temperature and constant illumination. These 

parameters are checked before any experiments are 

conducted. As a reminder, this work uses three types 

of cameras: a USB camera with non-IR source, an IP 

Camera with night mode IR camera source and a 

thermal imaging camera. 

Table 1 below shows information on the usage of 

each camera in different experiment settings. All 

cameras are used in all settings, with one exception 

being a standalone USB camera during nighttime.  

 

Day Time Experiment Experiment Experiment Experiment

USB Camera FLIR2 Hybrid

Night Time Experiment Experiment Experiment

Environment/Ambient IP Camera

Not Experiment 

(None IR Sensor)  
Table.1. Experiment Chart 

 

3.3. Analysis of Cloud Computing and A.I. 
Decision threshold for image classification used in 

this experiment is 50 percent and above with standard 

classification. Regarding cloud computing, there are 

various models, such as quantum computer and 

cryptography in addition to learning theory [24]. This 

research uses IBM Watson cloud computing in Korea 

[27], as shown in Figure 28. 

 

 
Fig.28. A.I. and Cloud Computing Analysis 

 

3.4. Embedded System Board 
To achieve our goals, the embedded board which will 

be implemented in this research must have USB3 for 

USB Camera and an Ethernet port for IP camera. 

Raspberry Pi 4 are chosen with Ubuntu MATE 18.04 

(Bionic Beaver) as an OS. This research implements 

base code with Python 2 in addition to Python 3. 

 

3.5. Moving Dummy Model after Image Cropping, 

Denoising and Straightening. 

After moving dummy model images have been 

captured, there is still noise inside them. Square 

Region of Interest (ROI) algorithm has been used to 

fit the images and later get sent to A.I. in the cloud 

computing. The algorithm is based on edge detection 

and canny process with denoising. 

PSNR analysis is performed by zooming in the image 

and compare with original image with PSNR without 

any filtering, as shown in Figure 29. 

 
Fig.29. ROI Algorithm 
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IV. RESULTS 

 

The experiments have been separated into 3 parts. 

Daytime, nighttime with fluorescence light sources 

and nighttime with no light source. The result is 

shown with different of optimization decision 

thresholds used in A.I. decision making. 

 

4.1. First Experiment 
Analysis of USB camera and IP Camera in the 

Hybrid Algorithm is discussed in this section. The 

experiment was conducted in daytime with 

illumination of 41 to 100 lux, camera distance to the 

background scene of 2 meters, background scene 

height of 3 meters and background scene width of 2 

meters. USB Camera and IP Camera are used 

perform pedestrian detection. PSNR comparison is 

calculated in this experiment with the result shown in 

Table 2. 

 

USB 15.72 15.12 9.79 12.45 12.65 11.55 9.88 10.86

IP Camera 17.35 15.86 11.1 13.34 12.76 13.71 11.15 11.09
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Table.2. PSNR Comparison of USB Camera and IP Camera 

 

According to the result, the IP Camera PSNR values 

are greater than that of the USB camera. Therefore, 

IP camera will be used in the hybrid detection system. 

 

4.2. Second Experiment 
Progressing from the first daytime experiment in the 

previous section, in addition from just using USB 

camera and IP camera, after detecting the pedestrian, 

the FLIR LEPTON 2 connected to RPI4 will capture 

thermal images and send them to the database to 

perform analysis with cloud computing system. 

The experiment was first conducted in daytime with 

illumination of 41 to 100 lux, camera distance to the 

background scene of 2 meters, background scene 

height of 3 meters and background scene width of 2 

meters. FLIR LEPTON 2 is then used to perform 

pedestrian detection with average pedestrian A.I. 

decision as human at daytime of 0.60 as shown in 

Figure 30. 

 

 
Fig.30. Pedestrian Thermal Images (Daytime) 

 

Nighttime experiment was later conducted with less 

than 41 lux and with the same physical setup. FLIR 

LEPTON 2 is then used to perform pedestrian 

detection with average pedestrian A.I. decision as 

human at daytime of 0.67 as shown in Figure 31. 

 
Fig.31. Pedestrian Thermal Images (Nighttime) 

 

There are still negative image frames, in which we 

can only capture with one leg and one in the frame. 

The negative frames at nighttime are shown in Figure 

32. The authors hypothesize that the circular area in 

the center is the ambient temperature pattern in the 

background. 

 

 
Fig.32. Ambient thermal images at nighttime. 

 

4.3. Third Experiment 
This experiment is conducted with dummy models 

with an infrared heat lamp. The dummies are heated 

to human temperature of 35 degrees Celsius.  Dummy 

models are imaged of a male cartoon, a female 

cartoon, Lena, a baboon, two male Hollywood actors 

and one female with two pictures of actor. 

 

 
Fig.33. Another motion of Human 

 

Regarding figure 33, the image is without zooming 

in, with A.I. „Person‟ decision value of 0.77. 

 

Fig.34. Another motion of Human with Zoom-in. 
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Fig.35. Dummy Model with 2 meters distance. 

 

Figure 34 and 35 show A.I. decisions based on 

negative thermal images alone. As clearly seen, A.I. 

decisions are mismatched with the real-world 

representations. 

 

Fig.36. Actual Human at 2 Meters Away. 
 

 
Fig.37 Dummy Model at 2 Meters Away. 

 

Table 3 and 4 show A.I. decision results from using 

an IP camera (without FLIR LEPTON 2) and FLIR 

LEPTON 2 respectively. Almost all images of 

persons/animal are able to get the IP camera detection 

system to recognize them as their real-world 

representations, as highlighted in table 3. However, 

the hybrid system with thermal images used in the 

process can accurately decide that these images are 

not real persons or animal, as highlighted in table 4. 

 

 
Table.3. A.I. Decision Dummy Model without FLIR2. 

 

 
Table.4. A.I. Decision Dummy Model via FLIR2. 

 

Assuming from Table 3 and Figure 34, A.I. also need 

images to have arms and head for the human-like 

objects in images to be recognized as a person. This 

research conducted more experiment with additional 

images with hand head, fitted to the camera capturing 

screen at 15 to 30 centimeters away from the camera. 

The scene has only one constant illumination light 

source and the images are heated to 35 degrees 

Celsius like before. 

4.4 Additional Experiment. 

 

Fig.38. Additional Experiment of Human. 

 

For Figure 38, A.I. decided the thermal image as 

human: 0.50, color value: 0.94, prenatal: 0.5 and 

other values less than 0.5. This means distance is also 

important to image processing and A.I. as more body 

parts, such as arms and hands, need to be included in 

the image as well as the face. 

 

Additional experiment to figure out negative cases. 

 

 
Fig.39. Additional Experiment of dummy model. 

 

For Figure 39, A.I. decided the thermal image as 

pulsar star: 0.72, nature: 0.72, plant: 0.59, color: 0.79 

and other values less than 0.5. Distance between the 

dummy and the thermal camera is 2 meters. 

Furthermore, the dummy models are moved close to 

the camera at a distance of 30 centimeters away. 

 

 
Fig.40. Additional Experiment of Dummy Model. 

For Figure 40, A.I. decided the thermal image as 

color: 0.98, pulsar Star: 0.73, nature: 0.73, person: 

0.60, cell: 0.60 and other values less than 0.5. 

 

Fig.41. Additional Experiment of Dummy Model. 
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A female dummy model has also been used in this 

experiment. For Figure 41, A.I. decided the thermal 

image as pulsar star 0.79, nature 0.79, color 0.70, 

person 0.60 and other values less than 0.5. 

In total, 4 dummy models as shown in Figure 42 are 

used in this experiment (4.4). The distance between 

the dummies and the thermal camera is 30 

centimeters. 

Fig.42. Additional Experiment image as hypothesis. 

 

light source
none 0.5 0.5 none

pulsar star
0.59 0.79 73 0.5

nature/plant
0.59 0.79 none 0.5

non-food 1 1 0.97 1

color type 0.9 0.7 0.98 0.97

Human none 0.6 0.6 none
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Table.5. A.I. decide of hypothesis to Dummy Model via 

FLIR2. 

 

However, the detection rate is almost similarly to 

original images but there are still be negative image 

with arms are front of human body still miss 

detection. Further improvement would be 3D models 

with thermal calculation. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

There are 3 main experiments with 2 additional 

experiments demonstrate A.I. decisions in our 

framework. 

1. First experiment is the PSNR comparison 

between commercial IP camera and USB camera. 

Result in Table 2 shows that IP Camera is more 

suitable for hybrid system due to higher value of 

PSNR and for nighttime operation with darkness 

detection sensor. 

2. Second experiment is RPI4 capturing 

thermal images with FLIR LEPTON 2 with constant 

environment during daytime and nighttime. The 

average results of pedestrian detection are 0.6 and 

0.67 during daytime and nighttime respectively. 

Otherwise, there were negative images being capture 

when the human model was out of the frame, which 

can result in miss-detection. 

3. Third experiment is about comparing 

dummy models with actual human. The results are 

shown in Table 3 and Table 4. However, there are 

still be negative images of dummy models which can 

result in miss-detection. The distance between the 

thermal camera and the dummy models are not great 

enough for A.I. to decide as human in addition to A.I. 

decide all dummy is non-human. This research 

conducted additional experiments to show that A.I. 

will decide images with at least one arm and head to 

be human. Otherwise, the algorithm of A.I. will 

decision as non-human in case arms or legs are 

behind the body. 
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